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A b s t r a c t  : T h e  b in d in g  e n e rg y  o f  ^  H e h y p em u c leu s  h as b een  ca lcu la ted  varia tionally  
w ith  th e  ( I + p + p + n )  fo u r-b o d y  m o d e l. C a lc u la tio n s  w ere  d o n e  u s in g  M o n te  C arlo  techn ique  
a d o p tin g  a  G a u s s ia n  ty p e  p o te n tia l  T h e  c a lc u la te d  v a lu e  o f  th e  b in d in g  en e rg y  73 M eV
c o m p a re s  w e ll w ith  th e  ex p e rim en ta l v a lu e  3 .2  4 M eV .
K e y w o r d s  : M o n te  C a rlo  ca lcu la tio n , b in d in g  en e rg y  ca lcu la tion , ^ H e  h y p e m u d e u s  
P A C S N o s .  : 21 6 0 .K a ,2 1 .1 0 .D r
1. Introduction
The first evidence of narrow X-hypernuclear states was found from the C E R N  group using 
the 7C^) reaction in flight in 1982. The peaks, which had about 8 MeV width, lie above 
the i^cmission threshold. In spite of many theoretical efforts, it still remains a puz/.Ic as to 
why such narrow peaks exist in the 2^continuum region. Narrow peaks were also observed 
elsewhere. In the kaon in-flight experiments of ^Li, ^Be, and peak structures with 
widths of about 5 M eV have been observed at excitation energies £ i  ^  2-10  M cV. In a 
stopped kaon experiment [1] on with momentum ol about 170 MeV/c three peaks have 
been reported with widths as small as 3 MeV. Gal e t al [2] proposed a possible explanation 
of the narrowness of the Information peaks in terms of an unstable bound state, but this is 
not generally accepted [3,4]. The problem, thus, is not solved. After the discovery of the 
first inhypcrnuclear structures in (K " , n )  reactions by the C E R N  group [5], a lot of interest
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developed on the subject. The i^nucleus interactions are not well understood even today 
despite a number of experimental and theoretical efforts [6].
An im portant source o f obtaining information about the interaction is the binding 
energy (BE) calculations. Such calculations were done for the Arhypernuclei with the idea 
o f obtaining information about the (A-A) interaction. Among the different approaches for 
the BE calculations, the variational calculation procedure has obtained quite a good place. 
D alitz et al [7] and Bodm er et al [8] carried out variational calculations o f  some 5>shell 
model hypernuclei and a few p-shell hypernuclei [9] using appropriate models. Lomnitz- 
A dler et al [10] used Reid potential and ignored interaction in ^H e during variational 
calculation.
The M onte Carlo (M C) m ethods were used to evaluate integrals in references 
[11-13]. The double hypemucleus II  Si has been considered as a 3-body system (A-Ar^^^Si) 
in the work o f Ahsan and Ali [14], who later did some 4-body calculations [15] as well for 
the same nucleus using the M C technique. Recently a 4-body variational calculation has 
been perform ed by Alam et al [16,17] for the BE difference o f the hypernuclear isodoublet 
^H e  The prediction showed excellent agreement with the experimental results. This 
work inspired us for considering the present problem  to see the extent to w hich the 
calculation  procedure may be adopted for a X>hypemucleus. For the purpose, 
hypem ucleus has been chosen. The nucleus is an interesting target because it allows us to 
gather inform ation on the T =  I f l  and T  =  3/2 channels. A lso it is a relatively simple 
nucleus and thus few body calculations may be perform ed to study the structure of x He 
and obtain relevant information.
2. The binding energy equation
In variational technique o f BE calculation one should always try to evaluate the minimum 
value o f £ , where
( 1)
Here "Fdenotes the trial wave function and H, the Hamiltonian o f the 4-body system. The 
wave function o f the concerned hypem ucleus may be formed as the product o f an orbital 
w ave function and a spin wave function. Considering that the particle stays outside the core 
its orbital wave function can be used to describe the motion o f the particle with respect to 
the core o f  the nucleus. For sin^)licity o f  the problem , and also for practical reasons it is 
assum ed that the core nucleus suffers relatively little distention [18].
In the work, the w ave function has been expressed in term s o f the interparticle 
distances, where / <  j  and i =  1, 2, 3, 4 and j  =  2, 3, 4, 5. The interparticle distances 
m ust be less than the hardcore radius, which im plies that the wave function will vanish 
a t distances larger than the radius o f die nucleus. This situation directs us to consider
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12 position coordinates for the 4 particles (3 are o f the centre of mass, 3 are o f Euler angles 
involving the orientation o f the hypem uclear space, and the other 6 describe the tetrahedron
Figure 1. The interpanicle distances for the hypemucleus ^H e.
form ed by the 4 particles). For this problem, we have considered 3 interparticle distances 
satisfy ing  the triangu lar inequality  as shown in Figure 1. The Laplacian operator 
corresponding to the I'-th nucleon can now be written in terms of the displacement
vector r,y a s :
= 2 j^ (d ^H 'J d ^r .j  + IdSi'Jr.jdr,)
(2)
Follow ing the 4-body approaches o f Ahsan and Ali 114] the shape of the correlation 
function is taken as f { r )  -  exp {^a^rif )+fe* exp The first term represents the
long-range part o f  the wave function; the second term represents the wave function of the 2- 
body system s in the region o f close approach.
F inally , the w ave function can be written as the product of the 6 correlation 
functions as
) / ( ' • !  3 ) / ( ' - 1 4  ) / ( ' - 2 3  ) / ( ' - 2 4  ) / ( '" 3 4  )
A product type w ave function related to a correlation function of the above form ■. 
useful in earlier works on 3-body [14] and on 4-body [15] hypemuclear system • 
and 4 are the positions o f  the nucleons p, p, n and E  respectively then t eir correspon 
interparticle distances (Figure 1) between pp, pn, p E  pn, pE  nEarc r ,2, r i 4 .  '•23. ''24 
rjt4 respectively. The H am iltonian o f  the system is-given by
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1=0 /=0 7=1+1
In the above equation ju,- represents the reduced mass o f the 4 pairs o f particles and 
have the appropriate numerical values. V f is the Laplacian operator corresponding to the 
i-th particle and r^ , is the vector displacem ent from  i-th to the /'-th particle. U sing the 
correlation function as described above the expression for may be found out. This 
has been calculated elsewhere [15,16] and is given by
2  \^ag{2ayrl - l ) e x p  (-ayr^)
f=0 7=f+l
+  2byCy(2cyrfj - l )  exp
k* j
2 3
+ £  £ -  “ p
/=0 7=i+l k*j
+ 2 ^  £  £  £ ( » - , r ' ’v ) h ‘'* p ( - V .> )
is=0 7=1+1 ij3=i 7,*1^ +1
+ b,jCy e x p  ( -cyrf j )]  X e x p  ( - a ^ ^  )
(3)
k^ J^
As was done in reference [15] the volume integral of equation (1)  has been 
considered as
1=2
d T =  U n ^ f l r y d r y  / [ r o 2 ( r , \  -  (4)
i=0
y=i+I
where nstm in) =  ''03 +  ''o i ~  2^03rQ, COS ( 6 -  «P) 
n 3 (m « ) =  ^03 +  ''01 -  2ro3»-o, COS (9+  *P)
3. The H t and nn interactions
3.1. The S t  potential:
The I n  potential considered in this work was o f the fo rm ;
A A A A A
~  ^ (3 fZ )]^ (3p .)l ’*^(3/2)0^(V2)0 ^ (y 2 ) l^ ty 2 ) l  "(1/2)0MV2)0
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where is the projection operator to the Z n  isospin (T)-spin (S) state. The radial form 
V js  of the potential is given by a 2-range Gaussian form
Vts =  v cex p  { - ( r / f l c f } +  (v^ t» W ^)ex p  { - ( r /a ^ )^ |
Here the imaginary part describes the 2>i An conversion process. Other values taken 
were as follows :
Vc =  5 0 0 0 M eV . = -1 7 9 .2  MeV,
a c ^ O A fm  and a ^ - \ A f m
The complex E n  potential was taken from the work of Harada e t a l [19] who 
constructed the complex potential in order to eliminate the ;in channel from the microscopic 
4-body calculation of jjHe hypemuclear bound state.
J. 2. T he  n n  p o t e n t i a l :
The n n  interaction employed is of central Gaussian type :
=  V, exp | - ( r / a i ) ^ |  -  V2cxp | - ( r / a 2 f  } -  v^exp |-(r /f l3 )^ |
where V[ =  2000 M eV, V2 =  270 (366) M eV for the ^E(^E) state, V3 =  5 MeV, = 0.447 fm, 
U2 = 0.942 fm and £^ 3 =  2.5 fm. These values were taken from the work of rHc 
hypefnuclear bound state done by Harada e t a l  [19].
4. The Monte C arlo  calculation
M C method has been applied to evaluate the integrals of the BE. Eq. (1). The wave function 
(W F) had to be made zero within and at the surface of the core. This boundary condition 
together with the addition of antisymmetry condition made an analytical evaluation of the 
expression (Eq. 1) very complicated. During the calculation of the integrations for BE of 
^He nucleus the computing system had to follow antisymmetrization and then performed a 
random process of computing technique.
The random numbers U  in the domain (0, 1) were generated so as to satisfy 
the equation U  =  exp radius vectors r,j were generated in this way. The
weight functions W ], w 2 for the numerator and denominator of eq. ( 1) respectively 
defined as Wj =  (l/p ) (•P"//‘F ) and ^2 =  (l/p)(^**^') were then calculated for a large 
number of times n . The average values were then found out to estimate the integrals 
ofeq. ( 1).
D uring  the calcu lations initially  the W F param eter values were guessed from 
inform ation collected  from  literature. i4, was varied keeping all other parameter values 
unchanged. T he variation was plotted. Figure 2, being a representative one, shows the result 
of .such a  variation. The value o f a j  which gave the minimum value of BE was identified.
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Figure 2. Variation of binding energy with wave function paranietcr ci\.
This value was then kept constant for the subsequent calculations. Similarly values of 
were found out.
5. Results and  discussion
5.1. Checking the validity o f the MC programme :
Before application, the programme was first applied to the case of ;^ ;^JSi to check its 
validity taking the same potentials as were taken by Ahsan et al, and making similar 
assumptions e.g., 4-body case etc. In both the cases variational procedure was adopted. 
Finally we got the same result as that of Ahsan et al [15]. Alam et al [17] also used this 
programme during their calculations of B E on ^He and jfH ; and found a good agreement 
between their results with other theoretical results obtained by different techniques. These 
confirmed that our M C programme was valid for the purpose of B E calculation.
5.2. Binding energy variation with variation of wave function parameters :
In the present work, variation of B E with the variation of the wave function parameters was 
investigated elaborately to find the sensitive ones among aj-a^,^ b i-h f ,  and parameters 
These were then included in the calculation. The W F parameters a \ ,  a i .  and showee
some effects on the variation of BE, the graph being approximately U-shaped (Figure 2). 
There was a random variation of BE with the variation of the W F parameters 3^ and <75. The 
other parameters such as b \ - b ^  and C i-C6 showed no such variation. B E values in such cascf 
were found constant (approximately 5.23 MeV). For these, of course, the parameters a^-a^, 
were kept constant at their optimum values.
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5.3. O p tim u m  p a r a m e te r  va lu e s  :
The optim um  param eter values for the potential parameters used in the present work are 
shown in Table 1. These param eters may be used as a guideline for similar work in future.
Table 1 The optimum wave function paraineter values.
---- r---------------
Parameters Values of the 
parameters































5.4. C o m p a r iso n  o f  th e  p r e s e n t a n d  th e  p a s t  re su lts  :
The calculated result o f BE for ^H c hypernucleus is found 3.73 MeV in the present work. 
This result com pares well with that o f Harada e t a l  [19] who found the BE value 4.6 and 
3.7 M eV for 2 different potentials SAP-1 and SAP-2 respectively using coupled channel 
approach. Both o f these results again compare well with the experimental result of 3.2 MeV 
obtained through ^He (stopped tt) reaction at KEK [20].
T he nucleus could be considered as a 3-body system in which ca.se the BE 
calculation would be sim plier, and the result would possibly be less accurate. In support of 
these assum ptions, the 2 analyses o f Ahsan e t  a l  for the BE calculation for ;['JSi may be 
quoted. The system  ^\^Si was considered as a 3-body system A + A first and
subsequently a 4-body system ^^Si + /i + A -f A^^^\ The assumptions of first case, being less 
accurate than the later one, gave also less accurate re su lt: 41.54 MeV as against 39.90 MeV 
for the 4-body assumption. The experimental value of the BE is 38.2 ±  6.3 McV.
The X-nucIcus and Hn potentials arc both taken to be of Gaussian form in the present 
work. This is again a good assumption, and for some practical reasons this fonn is widely 
used [21]. T his poten tia l depth is also chosen against its already proven success in 
explaining som e physical phenomenon in the nuclear realm.
5.5. 2 h  p o t e n t i a l :
In our presen t w ork, wc have done m icroscopic 4-body p p n Z  calculations using MC 
m ethod w ith realistic /tX and n n  interactions of Gaussian type potentials. Harada et a l  [191 
considered Zn potential o f the com plex form (in case o f SAP-1, which has also been 
considered in the present work,) as given in eq. (2) during their 4-body I n n n  calculations
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using coupled channel approximation. The potential shows some characteristic features. 
It has a strong Lane term and a repulsive bump at short distances. This Lane term plays an 
important role to make the nucleus-X system bound and recovers the isospin symmetry. In 
the work of Harada et al [19] the T = 1 / 2  state was found to dominate almost completely in 
the nucleus-Z interaction region, while the 7  = 3 /2  component is mixed at large distances. 
The calculated  probability  for total isospin 7  = 1 /2  found w ere 0.995 and 0.992 
respectively for SAP-1 and SAP-2 potentials which results in total isospin 7  = 1 /2  as a 
good quantum num ber for Thus the jH e-hypernucleus stays in the 7  = 1 /  2 state and 
dresses the particle at the nuclear surface. In the 7  = 3 /2  state the potential becomes 
strongly repulsive in the real part and very weak in the imaginary part.
5.6. L-nucleus potentials:
Housem ann et al [22] reported that the gross feature o f the X formation spectra and the 
energy integrated absolute cross section can be reproduced by assum ing a very weak 
attractive X-nucleus central portential with a strength between -5  and -1 0  MeV. The 
l^nucleus central potential depth (= - 6  M eV) considered in the present work falls clearly 
within the limits.
6* C onclusion
In the present work ground state BE has been calculated for the ^H c hypernucleus 
considering Gaussian type potential. An investigation o f BE variation with the variation of 
all the W F parameters <2j-<3r5, and Cj-Cg taking one at a time has been done in detail to 
find out the sensitive parameters. O f these 18 parameters, the parameters ay, and
were found to have some effects on the variation o f BE, the graph showing the variation 
being approximately U-shaped, a^ and a^ showed a random variation and other parameters 
such as b]-bf^ and showed no effect on the variation o f BE. A set of optimum values 
has been obtained in the work, which corresponds to the ground state BE. The parameter set 
is given for reference for future study.
The SAP-1 potential set o f  Harada et a / [19] has been considered for the present 
study keeping the approach different. As against a coupled channel calculation done by 
Harada et al, the present calculations have been done following MC variational approach. 
The calculated BE value obtained in the present work is 3.73 MeV which compares well 
with that o f Harada et a l  The authors found the BE values 4.6 and 3.7 M eV for 2 different 
potentials SAP-1 and SAP-2 respectively. Both of these results again com pare well with 
the experim ental BE result o f 3.2 M eV obtained through "^He (stopped rr) reaction at 
KEK [20].
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